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Presentation

Unknown Analyst
Okay. Everyone, let's get started with the next presentation. We're very happy to have Broadcom. On stage with
us, we have the Executive Vice President and General Manager of the Infrastructure & Networking Group, Rajiv
[indiscernible].

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Ramaswami.

Unknown Analyst
There you go. And Nick Aberle [ph] on the IR side of things. So let's start with general questions and then as always,
open it up to you in the audience. Please wait for the microphone if you do have a question when we get to that point.

Question and Answer

Unknown Analyst
So just to knock out the kind of top-down side of things first. Nick [ph], if you could just remind us about the
guidance, what the different segments are doing, kind of a general overview of what Broadcom is seeing above and
beyond Rajiv's group.

Unknown Executive
Yes, I mean, so if you look at Broadcom and you look at 4/10 [ph] of the company has outgrown the market on a
relative basis. If you look at the first half of 2012, we've achieved that goal. We've grown -- outgrown those WSTS
[ph] numbers we've got from our peer group, so we've achieved those goals. And we do it in a number of different
ways, whether it be focusing on the path of just growing markets within the semiconductor space or whether it be
from a bottoms-up standpoint where we're gaining market share and driving comp set increases, et cetera. So it's
been a pretty good first half despite of the macro being a little bit difficult in general. If you look at Q3, we guided up
2% to 9% to the range of $2.0 billion to $2.15 billion. I think in general, if you look at some of our peers there, again,
you'll see outperformance on a relative basis. If you go back a little bit more on that, the Mobile & Wireless group is
expected to be up significantly on a quarter-to-quarter basis, partially driven by seasonality. And from a bottoms up
standpoint, again, nice momentum on share gain side and content increase side. The Broadband Communications
group were guiding up on a sequential basis. And again, that's helped us. The box business doing very well there as
developed markets are putting more content into their boxes, and then we're seeing good traction on the unit side
with respect to emerging countries like Brazil, China and India. And then in Rajiv's group, we got it flat to up slightly
on a sequential basis, and the drivers there continue to be data center business doing well, transition to 10-Gigabit
Ethernet, share gains and switching in 5s. And obviously I'll let him dive into that further, but that's kind of the quick
overview.

Unknown Analyst
Great. Rajiv, there's lots of parts of Broadcom that are a little bit easier to understand than your segment, but your
segment is really the glue that holds all of those segments together -- I mean, gets the information to the set-top
box, the phone, et cetera. So if you look at your business, roughly 1/4 of Broadcom's revenue comes from your
segment. Give investors an idea of how they can break that down into some chunks, whether it's by end markets or
product types, and then we can talk about the trends within them.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
So if you want to start with the top level, ultimately, what we do in my group is connect users to the content side.
So you may be consuming information on a -- at home, at work or on the road on a variety of devices, and that
information is being delivered to you over the network and you're accessing it. And that network -- the established fits
[ph] inside the network is what my group does. It happens to be a fairly differentiated business. It's not a commodity-
oriented business. It's a highly-differentiated business. It's more of a platform-oriented business, which is really
why we have the, relatively, the highest operating margins among the 3 groups of the company for differentiated
products. So if you were to look at this in different segments, there is a portion of our -- the biggest chunk of our
business actually is the service provider segment, so selling into OEMs that sell into the carrier infrastructure. So
that's about 40% of the overall business. We have about 30% of business that's what we call enterprise, which is
people at work, going to Ethernet switches in their writing process and in their billings to access information. About
20% of the business is in data centers where it's all about interconnecting servers through a network into other
servers and storage devices and to the external walls. So that's about 20% of the business, and then the remaining
10% is small/medium businesses and home put together. So those are the different segments of the market, and they
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all have their different dynamics. So if you look at the service part of the market in the last -- so that's the 20%. And
that's obviously where there has been the most slowdown this year, starting in Q3 last year, Q3, Q4 on development
cost coming into Q4 and Q1. And then from -- since Q1, we've been going up slowly. It's not been a massive, broad
scale recovery. We don't quite see that yet in service providers, but we do -- we have seen a slow recovery from Q1 to
Q2 and now to Q3 as we guide it up as well. Our data center is going through a good set of inflection points for us and
transitions that are driving business for us, primarily the transition from 1 gigabit to 10 gigabit. With the new server
generation from Romley from Intel, there's more 10 gigabit attach rate on the servers. Our switching presence was
very strong there in that market. We have, I would say, almost a de facto merchant silicon products for almost every
networking box that's in the data center today, and growing. So that's been a good growth story for us. Those are the
2 factors for growing segments of the business. And then we have the enterprise, which is more of a, let's call it, a
replenishment business. Not as many transitions happening there on that side of the house as well. So that's a good
overview.

Unknown Analyst
Sure. But what -- and I believe you talked about this last quarter. I think that your segment was up about 7%
organically. And you saw a little bit softer data center revenue and stronger service provider. Talk a little bit about
what was the stronger and the softer within those 2 sides and how you view those going forward?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, so I think service provider was really coming off a pretty big dip, right? I mean, so Q4 and Q1 were really down,
and I think it was just a matter of them starting to resume some level of spending and that's continued through Q3
as well and we see that happening. Data -- and I would say, if I look at it broad-based, I think there's still softness
in the service provider market. It's still not clear when they're going to open up their first book, but they do have to
open up their first book and spend because ultimately, the fundamental trends driving bandwidth into the network
are still there. There's more and more smartphones. There's more new phones coming out like the iPhone 5. There's
more data traffic being driven into the network and therefore, they are going to need to add more capacity. Even
though offline [ph], they've also focused on your shared data plans that actually charge you more per megabit than
before. So they've been trying to get you to pay more for the data. But nevertheless, at the end, they're going to
have to add more despite using offloads through Wi-Fi or despite using wireless backhaul or whatever it may be. So
ultimately, they still have to spend. Data center was just a bit lumpy, I think, more than anything else. I look at that
sort of speculatively as continuing to grow, looking forward into the future quarters over this 10 Gb transition.

Unknown Analyst
Yes, talk about that on the 10 Gb side of things, and you said the Romley platform enables some of that. But Intel's
also pulling some of that functionality into their own chips and boards. Talk about the challenges and opportunities for
Broadcom as we all go to 10 Gb.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
So let's talk about the opportunities and let's also talk about what's transitioning in the data center. So opportunity-
wise, there's about 8 million servers, 8 million to 10 million servers sold worldwide. The majority of it are sitting at
1 Gb Ethernet today. There's about 15% of those that are blade servers that are 10 Gb. The rest of them are still
at 1 gigabit. And so with the Romley cycle, what's happened is all the leading OEMs now have 10-gigabit options
on their mainstream servers. And this is going to take some time from an attach rate perspective for it to grow. But
we said, for example, 1 year after Romley shift, we expect to see somewhere between a 10% to 15% attach rate
on 10 Gb on the server and growing to about 50% attach rate within 3 years. And this higher attach rate is driven
by cost of processors, more virtualization, deployment on those machines, which altogether combine to get a drive
higher workloads, which mean more bandwidth, right? So that's a good opportunity. And we have all these servers
transitioning to 10 Gb, and there is typically a 2 to 3x uplift in terms of ASP between 1 Gb and a 10 Gb. So that
benefits us in terms of the I/O that sits on the server itself. Now -- then of course, almost independent of that, the
networking side, in terms of the switches, have already been upgraded, right? So with that Trident family and beyond.
The data center switching infrastructure is already planning its way to 10 Gb. So from the server, you're going to
a top-of-rack switch, and then you're going to the aggregation layer switches. Those switches are transitioning to
10 Gb and 40 Gb and 100 Gb as well. And so that, overall, that entire transition over the next 2 years is a very big
opportunity for us. It's also an opportunity for us to gain some sockets that were traditionally ASIC-based, so some
of our customers, large customers who are doing their own chips. And we've -- we're on a treadmill now with our
product road map in these areas where we have very compelling merchant silicon alternatives available in the market
that some of those customers have adopted. And so that's obviously incremental opportunity that we've got that we
didn't have before.

Unknown Analyst
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And talk a little bit about that. I think you recently come out with the second generation of the Trident chip.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes.

Unknown Analyst
Talk -- some of the contacts we talk to in the industry talk a little bit of a kind of a game changer chip. Talk about the
dynamics that you're addressing there and how it's differentiated from the competition?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, I mean, I think the -- what we did with the Trident and the whole family there was recognize this transition to
10 Gb many years ago and invested in it. And so other people invested in it too, but we were able to deliver products
that worked, right? I think that was fundamentally the difference, right? So -- and that's really what caused such a
broad-scale adoption of the previous generation. Since we had that, we were able to build on top of that with the
next generation of this. In fact, there's a sort of a third generation of Trident. We have Trident. We have Trident plus
now with Trident II where we scale now the bandwidth up. It's a terabit chip right now. [indiscernible] of 40 Gb on a
single chip, [indiscernible] of 10 Gb as well. And so now this has kind of become the de facto platform. So we have
lots of OEMs that are designing. And in fact, if you saw the announcement, you probably saw a bunch of them listed
in that announcement. So it's pretty much everybody is designing products with this. Typically, when we sample, you
expect people to come to market within 9 to 12 months after we sample with those new products in the market. So
you should expect to see products starting probably in the next year or even earlier with those products in the market.
So that transition is well underway. It's just a matter of getting more and more speed. So if you have all the servers
going to 10 Gb, you're going to need higher-capacity speed, switches there on the top of rack and of course, even
more higher capacity in the back -- in the aggregation core layers of the network.

Unknown Analyst
So you -- and I think if we kind of bring it up to a higher level in the financial level, the driver for that whole 10 Gb
transition across multiple products, is it more of just the adoption itself raising the units, which I assume directionally
the dollar content that you have going up or share gains?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
It's been published on Wall Street, right? Yes, if unit is going up, it's the fact that we are gaining share because our
competition has not quite dabbled with 10 Gb yet. And it's the fact that we're able to open up opportunities that were
traditionally ASIC, which kind of had through [ph] gaining share, right?

Unknown Analyst
And that kind of merchant versus ASIC model, how do you see that going in a very general sense across your entire
business? Some of your customers seem to have pressures on the cost side, and they're coming more and more that
way. Other ones seem to be trying to differentiate.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, I mean, I think the -- I mean, if you look at the history here, I want to be a little cautious, right? And the history
here basically says that over the last 10 years, all the small guys who could not afford to do ASICs have stopped
doing ASICs, right? They've gotten merchants already. So we've done the first wave of conversions already, right, over
the last 10 years. Now the people who are still doing ASICs are actually people who are very big, right? It's the big
players that are left doing ASICs. Cisco is the last company that's doing a lot of in-house ASICs. And so those people,
they have the scale to be able to do their own in-house silicon. And so to the extent that we can create enough
differentiation in the marketplace with our merchant silicon versus what they can do in-house, and they see the
competitive pressure in the market that this will create, that's what would cause them to go from ASIC to merchant.
And typically, that would happen in areas where there are significant market transitions happening, where we have the
ability to go in there and drive those transitions like this [ph]. Data center is a good example. Service provider market
is another good example where there has been a big scale transition to Ethernet, and we've been able to go out there
and really sell merchant silicon chip for every place in the market. And given the fragmentation, it's very hard to have
somebody to go over ASICs internally to cover that entire broad market segment.

Unknown Analyst
We can talk about some of those product transitions. Certain companies, smaller ones, historically have taken
advantage of some of those things. Smaller companies like Aveon [ph], NetLogic that you bought, and recently guys
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like Mellanox. That last one, talk a little bit about the Infiniband side of things, why you're really not participating in
there and how you see that market evolving.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, so first of all, you should look at Mellanox as a systems company. They're OEMs. They compete with our
customers. They're not going to be a chip company. So I think that -- so the question is, is Infiniband is related to
Ethernet? And if you look at it today, right, Infiniband has been adopted in the HPC market. That's been the traditional
market, high-performance computer market for the longest amount of time. And that market, as you know, there's
a natural transition happening in speeds, going to 56 Gb Infiniband as the Romley cycle comes on and BCA [ph]
agency gets adopted there. And that's been their traditional market. There's been some adoption of Infiniband in other
markets, right. Also, they talked about a large cloud customer, and they also talked about some increasing need for
storage cluster for the back end. And if you look at those markets, for the most part it's a pricing game and a density
game between Ethernet and Infiniband, right? So today, we have 56 Gb Infiniband in the market, and they have
reasonably high-density 56 Gb IB [ph] that's been shipping. And now with Trident II -- by the way, 40 Gb Ethernet
is going to start shipping and going after exactly the same market that they're in right now. Now the end customers
have a choice, right. They can go buy IB [ph] from Mellanox, or they can go buy 40 Gb Ethernet switches that do
essentially the same thing from 10 different providers, with an open ecosystem and standards-based interoperability
that they don't have to worry about. So to me, there's a market window here where the high-density 40 Gb switches,
once they start really shipping from all our customers, they're going to be in a good position to go back out there and
make sure that all the business that's on Ethernet remains on Ethernet versus going to Infiniband.

Unknown Analyst
Got you. And when do you think that those decisions are going to really start being made? And over time, Ethernet
seems to have won versus more of those proprietary protocols.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
I mean, I think there's a lot of history here about Ethernet trying to -- and in fact, the majority of the end-based
HBC [ph] market, by the way, is still Ethernet. It's only the niche that's really as well as small [ph] agencies that
use Infiniband [ph] , right. So -- and that means we'll continue to probably stay in Infiniband, not necessarily go to
Ethernet. Although I would say Ethernet continues to drive every generation. Trident II, for example, we build the
latencies significantly lower than Trident. And so we continue to drive -- Ethernet continues to get better, getting lower
latency, getting higher performance, and they'll increasingly takeover a broader segment of the market.

Unknown Analyst
Let's switch gears a little bit over onto the NetLogic side of things. It was a year ago, just about now, actually, that
you guys announced that deal.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
At this conference.

Unknown Analyst
Exactly. So who are you buying today?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
[indiscernible]

Unknown Analyst
Talk about the logic, no pun intended, of buying NetLogic, and then the integration involved, how it's gone since the
time when the deal closed earlier this calendar year.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, so let me step back a year, and what we've tried to do with the networking business, as you can see, it's at the
top level, at the company level, it is the most profitable business of the company and the highest operating margin.
And we've tried to balance our portfolio. As we go to our model, right, we run our company at a model. The wireless
has been the fastest growing portion of our business in the last few years and that will probably continue to be the
case for the next few years. And so we've always been trying to balance out, make sure our networking business also
continues to grow, whether it's organic or inorganic, so that we can maintain that balance with our model. If you look
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at the networking opportunity, we made a conscious decision internally to build this through acquisitions because
there was a good set of acquisition candidates out there that we could go pick, and we have done that over the last
-- if you look at the last couple of years, we bought Dune, we bought Teknovus, we bought Provigent and now we
bought NetLogic. So every time we've done something like this, what -- it's been in a market that's adjacent to us or
complements what we do. It's not a conglomerate-type approach, but we are looking at products and technologies
that add value to what we already do, that we could do something better with than those companies could do by
themselves. And if you look at NetLogic -- and by the way, that would also open up new markets for us to play. So
if you look at NetLogic and what they brought to the table and why this is an interesting match for us, was the most
interesting component of that was a multi-core processor, right? Not the biggest chunk of their business, but the
most interesting component of it. And the most, basically, important reason for us to do it. They were doing about
$100 million last year and tiny, tiny portion of the market that's available for embedded processors, which is about $3
billion. And this is also a market for the big guys. It's quite a lot of investment, making sure we can be on the same
kind of treadmill as Intel is with their processor cycles, tick-tock cycles. And we felt that we could do this and be a
long-term player in the market and be able to capture a significant share in that embedded market. And that is the
primary driver for buying NetLogic. It also happens that they had some very -- good other businesses. They had a
KBP business where they're the market share leaders, and that's very synergistic to what we do because a lot of those
KBPs sit right next to our switches. And by the way, a lot of those processors sit right next to our switches too. So
we're selling to the same customer base, same products right next to each other, opportunities to put things together
and sell. In addition they also had a small side product line that we merged with our side product line. That is the
only overlap between the 2 companies, and then they also had a digital front-end product through their Optichron
acquisition that gave us a foothold into the bay stations and the radio heads. So if you look at what NetLogic brought
to us, the strategic value of having -- getting into the embedded processor market and driving market share gains
there, right, and the KBP business, which is a good complement to what we already had, and the rest of the stuff that
really gives us a toehold to go after a broader play in wireless infrastructure over time and start putting together a
platform in the sector [ph]. So those are the reasons. They're still the reasons, and it continues to be a very good
asset. If you look at the current status of the company, they've been well integrated into Broadcom at this point. Ron
Jankov, the CEO of NetLogic, [indiscernible] is running the business. And we have been continuing to execute -- we
announced in April that they taped out a 20 nanometer chip. They ran a couple of tapeouts in addition. Look for more
announcements from that group over time here.

Unknown Analyst
And as far as that integration goes, as the business integration, which has kind of long since passed [indiscernible] all
fine. But the technology integration, more than just saying the build materials that you can address is now larger, the
ability to make those pieces of the puzzle work better together. Talk a little bit about that technological innovation and
how you think that differentiates your offering versus competition.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, so clearly, I mean, day 1 is, you put what you have together and sell it together as a package, right. And we're
doing reference design, for example, that's already well underway. But switches with their KBPs and their processors,
we put together in a package and sell it. That's what we do. And then day 2, which is really on a 2-year cycle, look
for integration. Now what are some of the opportunities for integration, and how can we put these things together?
So let me look at several opportunities, right? So if you look at the processors, the high-end processors are going to
remain standalones. They're not going to get integrated, right. They're going to remain standalone. But there are IP
[ph] blocks that we have that can be added to that; there's process technology that we bring that they can benefit
from. If you look at the lower end of the processor family, those are things that could be integrated with us with, and
that we will -- you can imagine that we're doing that. Today, we already have integrated lower-end CPU cores into
our switches, and we'll continue to do that now going forward. And that allows us to essentially provide a combined
switch/processor solution for those markets. If you look at the wireless infrastructure piece, for example, you have
an opportunity potentially, say, we have processors now in base stations. We have DSP technologies that surround
that, that could be potentially integrated. We have radio heads there. You have the Optichron DSP product that can
be combined with A/D converters that fits on -- which Broadcom is pretty good at doing. So those are all, I think, our
legitimate opportunities for future integration efforts. And we will look at these and do these based on business need
and business justification.

Unknown Analyst
Why don't we take, Shawn -- see if there's any questions from the audience? [Operator Instructions]

Unknown Analyst
SDN, there's been a lot of talk about lately. Can you just talk about how Broadcom is going to be affected by SDN?

Rajiv Ramaswami
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Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes. So software-defined networking is a new hot trend in the industry here, and it's got a lot of potential here for
Broadcom, for a company like Broadcom. And so today, if you look at -- by the way, all the SDN implementations
are out in the market. They all happen to run on Broadcom switches. I mean, if you go to the OpenFlow website
and you look at what they run on, it comes from a Broadcom switch. So for us, being a de facto merchant silicon
solution for any kind of SDN implementation is obviously upside. But I think the bigger upside for us is going to be
where this leads to potentially down the road. I mean, if you look at the PC and the server market and you look at
the ecosystem, that is very different from the networking ecosystem, right? Networking ecosystem, networking is
much more vertically integrated. You have OEMs, each of them selling their proprietary software, packaging boxes
and selling that into the end customers. And you can imagine our potential model there is that merchant silicon-
based boxes out there. There's probably software stack that's available to run on top of those boxes, which has open
programmable interfaces, namely SDN, on top of which people could add applications. And the consumption model
for how networking gets sold could change over time. Now this is obviously a big transition and it's not going to just
happen overnight or may not at all happen even. But obviously, to the extent that it happens, it's opportunities for
companies like us.

Unknown Analyst
Any other questions from the audience? Why don't we keep with another one of those similar sort of themes where
people are thinking of a potential secular shift or to come into the small cell versus the macro cell market. Discuss the
pluses and minuses for Broadcom in that transition, and if you even believe it's really going to take place.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, I think there's -- again, this is one of these -- the same things as we've talked about in the service provider
market. Eventually, it has to happen because spectrum is limited. And so the only way you're going to get more
capacity in your network if your spectrum is limited, right, is by deploying small cells. I mean, you do offload, you
do Wi-Fi offload, you do all of those sites. So -- but even after you do all of that stuff, if you want more capacity in
the network, you're only going to get that through small cell. You won't need it for coverage. You can get coverage
through macros, right? So the overall capacity, you deploy small cells. How quickly is it going to be deployed? And
that, to me, is anybody's guess at this point. And I also think that the deployment model is going to be quite a bit
different, right, for this -- to some feeds. It has to be deployed like Wi-Fi at this point to get deployed today. It has to
be highly-integrated, a single-chip type solution that gets deployed in a little box that gets -- can be mounted pretty
much anywhere. And the ability to backhaul all the traffic from the small cell back into the carrier network needs to
be provided. So it's an opportunity for a highly-integrated play that requires you to put together a bunch of different
things in there. You need a modem, you need a hard processor, you need the backhaul and you need all of that to be
put together and it's an opportunity for a company like Broadcom to do that. Whereas in a traditional microstation,
micro base station, it's much more disaggregated, right? There are many different pieces to it. There's a radio head.
There's an antenna with a bunch of things in there and in the base stations, but there are separate DSPs, separate
process. So here, all of those steps on a much smaller scale, have to come together, which is an opportunity for a
company like us.

Unknown Analyst
What don't we take 1 minute to kind of aggregate this up and kind of take a bridge away from the technology to
the financial implications for all of this. I guess from a mix perspective, you talked about, again, 40% being service
provider, and there's enterprise, data center, et cetera. You think that mix changes over the next 2 to 3 years? I mean
-- and which ones...

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Oh, definitely. Data center is growing at the process stage here. So I would expect that business to be increasingly
more data center-focused and service provider-focused. I would expect enterprise to become a smaller portion of the
business. In fact -- and we've also changed our investment model accordingly. It used to be, 5 years ago, that we
would build chips for the enterprise market and sell those opportunistically into the service provider market. Today, it
completely shifted off, right? Today, we build chips for the service provider market and we adapt those to be deployed
in enterprise markets. And we do dedicated data center chips. And just the fact that the investment model reflects
where we think the growth is going to be.

Unknown Analyst
And when you talk about your growth targets, in a very general sense, what are some of the targets that you strive
towards? Is it relative to the industry or absolute growth rates? Talk about how you, from a business perspective,
address those issues.
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Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, so I mean, clearly first of all, Broadcom overall as a company, we always target growing faster than the market,
right? In fact, we don't get a bonus if we don't do that. So we are very motivated to grow faster than the market
and much faster than our peer group that plays in these segments. Then the second kind of set of things I would
look at is, if you look at my business, it's the core set of business. But the majority of it is what I would call core
businesses, is our switching -- our 5 businesses that we've been in organically. And in those businesses, we continue
to be the share leader. We continue to gain small amounts of share, right, since we're already the share leader, and
we will continue to grow faster than the end markets are growing, right? Because we continue to gain share, there
are some ASIC to merchant transitions that will happen. So we will be able to gain share. But if you were to look at
the end routing market or the switching equipment market, they're growing in the high single digits, so mid to high
single digits, and we'll probably grow somewhat faster than that. And then you have all these new businesses that
we've grown into where we have fairly large fan [ph] to address and where we have fairly low share today. So if you
look at those markets, microwave backhaul is an example of that as we brought the company called Provigent. The
processors is another big example of that where we do about $100 million in the sale [ph] of $3 billion, which provides
ample opportunity for growth. Those markets, we expect to grow faster, right. We expect to grow at a good clip. And
then so you have to look at our business as the aggregation of those 2 and what it ends up there.

Unknown Analyst
And maybe the last topic, if we transition over to the profitability side of that equation. If we go back a few years, I
believe, first and foremost, you were the most profitable segment on an operating basis. Pretty close these days with
the broadband side of things. But you were in the upper 30s from an operating perspective a couple of years ago. Now
you're back into kind of more normal range at the mid 20s. Why did it go up so high, and why is it now coming down?
And what's your target for that?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Yes, I think, I mean, we had an interesting situation back in 2010 where the business was up 50% revenue-wise,
and we have kept our investment level and R&D pretty low, right. And obviously, that had huge leverage to the
bottom line, which is what you saw with the 38% OI, operating income, on the bottom line. And I mean, I'd be the
first to say that's not a sustainable model for us to be at, right. I mean, we have to invest in the business, and we
have been investing. And the investment, to some extent, we have to invest, to some extent, independent of near-
term fluctuations in the top line, right, because we can't be moving R&D every time. So we've been investing in
the business subsequently, whether it's through a combination of organic growth or acquisitions. So we had been
increasing the R&D. And so we've kept the R&D up at a consistent level this year, and you've seen the revenue come
down this year because of the macro situations. That's really what's taking our operating income down a little bit. So
the reality is probably going to be the long-term we'll probably be somewhere between where we are today and where
we were at the 38%, right. So that's probably where we'll be.

Unknown Analyst
And when you talk to your investors, I assume this is a segment that actually gets a little less attention than the
wireless side of things, how do you compete internally for resources? The good news is you're more profitable than
a lot of the other segments. But in some instances, you're not growing quite as fast. How is that resource allocation
done?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
So we have a very systematic process for resource allocation. All of us come to the table with our top list of 100
projects with ROIs and strategic implications. So we rank and grade all these things. And then together -- we get
together as a team and decide what to fund and what not to fund, right. So over the last few years, we made
a conscious decision to direct the bulk of our organic funding, not all of it, but the bulk of it into the wireless
opportunities. And some of it came to me, right. I mean, it's a combination. We did that. And then we also elected
to spend the bulk of the balance sheet dollars that we had on my group because these are -- they were reasonable
acquisitions for us that we could have that would enhance value for our portfolio. So that's a deliberate strategy that
we've undertaken. And of course, you can imagine [ph] that as we go forward, that we have a very systematic way of
looking at what projects get the funding.

Unknown Analyst
And do you think that given the size of Broadcom in aggregate, but also in your business, that some of the smaller
potential competitors and kind of socket-by-socket niche players, do they -- do you think there's going to be some
consolidation in those mid-tier companies?
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Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
I think there definitely is. This is going to be a gain for the larger players. I mean, the cost of doing business continues
to go up with every process node that's coming up that they [indiscernible] and going up dramatically to a point where
it's going to be more and more difficult for the small players to keep up with on the treadmill. You have to have the
scale. So the scale is one. The better IT [ph] that you need today to put together a large system on chip. But any
market, any of the 3 markets that we're in requires a lot of different things to be put together into a single product,
whether it's more wireless, whether it's set-top box, whether it's my business. And that's going to put a lot of pressure
on smaller players and the ability to invest over time, right. I mean, I just have to clear. [ph] Today, for example,
in the processor business at the [indiscernible] NetLogic. They're investing more in processors than what Cambium
invested in that entire company. Okay? So over time, and the same, I would say, for switching, right. I mean, the
investment that we have in our switching business is huge, right. And over time, that just -- you've got to continue to
put pressure on the smaller players.

Unknown Analyst
And you mentioned earlier about a new product that is coming out at the 28-nanometer node. Just talk about how
leading-edge your products within your segment need to be. And there's a strategic decision oftentimes not to chase
that quite leading edge for cost or access reasons.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
We -- I mean, within Broadcom, my products -- at least some of my products tend to be at the leading edge relatively
speaking. Typically, the switch products, the processor products all have to be as far ahead as possible. And I think
that's only going to continue forward. We have to get more and more of that leading edge. Now it's not necessarily
leading we wait till we get to a reasonable -- we have to be -- it's a matter of intersecting the market at the right
point, where there's enough volume, whether it's reasonable cost of the technology, but we still need to get that,
right. So we make those decisions in almost on a per-product basis and decide what geometries to use for each part
of the business.

Unknown Analyst
Given some of the availability issues and the cost issues, how did that strive for performance on one side of the
equation? So you want to chase more log [ph] versus some of the challenges that are happening. And from a bigger
sense, does that go into your equation?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Well, in a very big way, right? I mean, because it's not that one process node is the right processor for all our
products, right. There's going to be some products that we have that require the absolute leading-edge performance
at the lowest power that we have. Those are the products that are going to go into the latest and greatest
[indiscernible]. And that's where we can afford. It's not clear if we're going to get cost benefits [indiscernible] going
to be part of the geometries given the way things are going right now. Not clear that they're going see [indiscernible]
cost reduction. So -- but we have to take those products into those advanced nodes. But as a lot of the other projects
could fit, they don't have to go there immediately, right. They can sit where they're at and we have been a little bit
more consolidative about those. And so we have [indiscernible] and have multiple geometries that we can spread
across multiple foundries [ph].

Unknown Analyst
And do you think that, that consideration has increased in the frequency you need to discuss and think about it
internally? And do you think it's something that's just, well, we went to 28. That was difficult, and now it will be fine
going forward. You think it's going to...

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
No. I think approximately, [ph] the processors are getting more fragmented. And I mean, the 28, we had
fragmentation. And as you go to 20 and 15, there are also fragmentations. So if anything, their revenue
[indiscernible] spend more time discussing those and discussing the trade-offs.

Unknown Analyst
Right. If the audience has one last question, I think we have time for one. If no one -- all right. [Operator
Instructions]

Unknown Analyst
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You were saying when you go into a lower process node, it wouldn't -- it may not -- it might cost you the same
amount even if you go from 28 and [indiscernible]. Why is that?

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
So I think it's because the type of the process nodes are getting more and more complex to implement. And you end
up going down for the performance and far more so than the cost initially. The second, of course, is the fact that there
you've got to have all the fabs up and running. I think this is a matter of time also when they initially come on board,
they'll probably not going to be ASIC [ph]. And they're going to be on the higher end and then over time, you will see
some cost reductions from those 2.

Unknown Analyst
Great. We're officially out of time. So Rajiv and Nick [ph], thank you very much.

Rajiv Ramaswami
Executive Vice President and General Manager of Infrastructure & Networking Group
Thank you.
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